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what the hell are you talking about!? ha ha ha I have never once brought up the bible! you guys are so
damn insane and emotional. I did not once bring up the bible. You evolutionist seem to bring that up more
than anyone.Oh my there's human hybrids? wow this is new to me. I hope you don't think neanderthals
are hybrids.
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Scene 1
AFAAFA: @TwinpactIt's 'cause a lot of us are American (me included). And you can always trust
Americans to do the right thing... once, of course, they've exhausted all the alternatives. I didn't quote that
because I don't think I got it exactly right.
ERCAN: Okay, okay, fine. I'm sorry, I just forgot what comes before Australopithecus since my specialty
is microbiology, but what if some omnipotent guy (like God) mediated evolution with a wave of his 45˚
wedge.
ZATI: Unfortunately logic would prove that such a being cannot being all powerful. After all, if cannot
make itself cease to exist : If it can, then it is not omnipotent for it ceased to exist. If it cannot, it is not
omnipotent for it still exist.Also saying it is a He remove the "only one god" clause for using He implies it
has a gender, and a gender means an opposite gender for reproductions, and thus, other deities.Better luck
next time.
LOVA: Come down to this planet! There's this new thing that everyone's hyped up about.... It's called the
third grade.
AFAAFA: Well... maybe if his foot just randomly were to, I don't know, squash the cockroach? If anyone
insults me for the lack of a subject in the previous sentence, I will personally make your life a veritable
hell.
NESTOR: We all acknowledge that humans invented their own spoken language, right? So how would an
omnipotent God know our language before we invented it? I mean, he supposedly spoke to Adam and
Eve.
EVELYN: @LacocacolamanYou leads to Star Wars reference. Conjugation problems were intentional.
ZATI: @rui444 Actually, religion did SOME good. It served as a space filler between the Neanderthals

and the invention of microscopes/telescopes.
LOVA: the one i saw, when he sat down, marge asked "did you get the milk?" ... "DOH!"
ERCAN: The best Simpsons intro.
EVELYN: not sure that's called evolving...
ZATI: @TheENoize not sure that's called evolving...
AFAAFA: no, i think its called 'homervoloving' XD
TUMAINI: hahahahahahahaahahahah very fun
TUMAINI: hhahahhahahahhahah moe xD
ZATI: watch?v=Bc0pKUHC0X4
HISHAM: watch?v=Fn3y9m9lDgc
AFAAFA: HAHAHA "what took you so long?" LLOL
ABEDI: Hehe i likeid
AFAAFA: lmaoo at moe full evolves back wards
EVELYN: moe is the best... :D
NESTOR: i like it when homer eats lenny XD
HARI: there was a similar intro to a Simps episode in which you pass to microscopic scale (sun, planets,
galaxies etc.) through macroscopic (cells, atoms etc.) just to discover you are in a loop and that atoms are
other universes...does anyone have the link?
NESTOR: want The Simpsons in h-quality, enjoy here:TVFLAP . COM
ABEDI: i loled when moe de-evolved
ZATI: DON'T!
ABEDI: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks 16 hours ago
NESTOR: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks.
EVELYN: what took you so long?Ugh (evolution)
LOVA: "What took you so long?""I dunno, maybe I had to wait for millians of years of evolution to do
it's thing! Ugh."lol
AFAAFA: Siiiccckkk !!
HISHAM: lol spore homer!
ZATI: What's the song titled? I'm referring to the one playing in the background.
ZATI: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks

AFAAFA: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
ABEDI: hehehehenice videon.n
LOVA: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
AFAAFA: ha ha! at 0:34 and 1:00!
NESTOR: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
EVELYN: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks v
KAMILA: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
ZATI: the beginning was the best ^_^
ZATI: ∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
LOVA: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
HISHAM: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
HISHAM: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
TUMAINI: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
LOVA: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
TUMAINI: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
ERCAN: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
ERCAN: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
ABEDI: perfect intro, perfect moe :D
AFAAFA: moe evolves..... "BACKWARDS"!¬
KAMILA: also known as de-evolution
KAMILA: wow thts so cool!
ERCAN: ∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
Scene 2
ALEXANDR: this so needs Fatboy Slim - Right here , right now
ERCAN: watch -> The Simpsons in hd and enjoy your time at:TVFLAP . COM
ZATI: These "homocytes" are real cute~~~~
AFAAFA: One of my favourite Simpson intro~~~
LOVA: lol @ mo going wrong way, one of the best intros they done

EVELYN: wow that was awesome!
TUMAINI: ┌∩┐(◕_◕)┌∩┐ post that if you think the new youtube sucks
HISHAM: LMFAO, i gotta get some air, be for die of laugh. evolved from dinosaurs. yo that shit had me
rolin'. what esle sexual trasnmitted diseases. lol
ALEXANDR: Voted down because of all the stupid hulu ads. Advertising hulu is fine, but that was
simply ridiculously over the top. Do it before or after the clip, not during it.
ALEXANDR: BEST INTRO EVER!!!!!!!
ALEXANDR: rip lenny
HISHAM: Fossil record clearly shows that organisms speciate over time. Homologous organs and genetic
studies show clear DNA links between different species. For example, the 23rd chromosome in humans is
a fusion of the 23rd and 24th in apes, showing that we shared a common ancestor, but OUR ancestor had
a mutation which fused the chromosomes, partly leading to a new species (us)
EVELYN: so true, i know how i got here. my momma told me so that came from a bomb, and over time it
evolved all life form first the dinosaurs, then hunams. we evolved from a rock, backteria, sexual
trasnmitted diseases, roachs, rats, bananas, trees, cocaine,plastic materials, metal material, even are pets. i
know mommie told me so, even dexter from cartoon net work.
TUMAINI: That is a gross and obscenely cavalier twisting of evolution. No scientist has ever claimed we
evolved from rocks, dinosaurs, STDs, roaches, rats, bannanas, trees, cocaine, etc.
ALEXANDR: not true
EVELYN: Want to back that up with evidence?
ALEXANDR: listen closely, when the cells split and say "doh" it sounds like "Ghetto" XD
ALEXANDR: FUNNY MAN .. !!
HISHAM: i'm not an expert on the technical aspectsdo some research yourselfit's not really something
you can explain in youtube comments
ZATI: @rui444 wow, insanity...
AFAAFA: evolution defies religion. Where is your bible now christians ?
TUMAINI: creationists are like moe.. going in the wrong direction in terms of evolution
HISHAM: too true,holding back society with blind ilogical belief
ABEDI: there is nothing logical about belief if a non-existent god
EVELYN: well yes, but it's very misleading to say cause the religious nuts look at it as we evolved from a
gorilla or something.
ERCAN: i hate the new layout
KAMILA: hahas moe
LOVA: meehreally bored and cute ^^.. Anyone want to chat or swap pics

HARI: COOL AND TRUE AT THE SAME TIME
HARI: 0:10 dope!0:33 lol!
EVELYN: check out my cartoon guys!
ERCAN: I like when Mr. Burns his homer in the back with his tentacle and he screams lol
EVELYN: ha ha
KAMILA: what's this song's name?
TUMAINI: what's this song's name?
HISHAM: good point! I actually feel that science and the Bible support each other. Science actually
proves and helps one to realize it's reliable facts and trustworthiness and the Bible shows some scientific
facts and laws before they were seriously studied, known and understood.
HARI: This is like on Fantasia
ALEXANDR: lol
LOVA: lol i got to watch this at school b/e it had to do w/ evolution...lol
LOVA: ajjajajajajajajaajajajajajaajajajja muy buenoooooooooooo
KAMILA: i saw this a copule days ago
HARI: lol bart and lisa dinosores lol fighting
ALEXANDR: This is strangely like Spore
AFAAFA: nice!
ERCAN: This would have made Carl Sagan very proud indeed.
ERCAN: Lol@lenny
NESTOR: @rui444 ha ha ha. what's your problem!? you're the one who made a comment about God.
why would you bring it up if you don't care!? You brought it up because you do care. you sound like such
a whining baby, get over yourself.
ZATI: this is epic!
TUMAINI: Homer looks strangely cute as that little rat thing
ZATI: hahahamoe evoluating backwardsand marge 'what took you so long' hahaha
Scene 3
NESTOR: you mean evolving backwards?
AFAAFA: yea sorry i'm not english
ERCAN: it's cool bro, I'm not either lol.

KAMILA: lol
ALEXANDR: I like simpsons and shows like this, so I watch it HQ it at:TVFLAP . COM
EVELYN: lol
LOVA: 0:58 lol
ZATI: LMAO Y did moe get uglier
TUMAINI: COPY AND PASTE IF YOU HATE THE NEW YOUTUBE LAYOUT!*┌∩┐(►_◄)┌∩┐
W.T.F. Youtube?!
ALEXANDR: yes we started out as single celled organisms which then multiplied forming more complex
fish organisms,which then slowly generation by generation evolved to apes then to ushumans were not
around at the start of lifeFACT
HISHAM: wrong, Humans didn't evolve from apes but rather from a common ancestor
NESTOR: ape is classification containing multiple species such as chimpanzees and gorillasour common
ancestor was another form species of ape
ALEXANDR: fact my ass. there are so many parts in the body especcialy in the lungs. that prove that we
cannot have evolved. parts that need to be compleet from the beggining.
ZATI: Great Homer
KAMILA: Moes devolution xD
ALEXANDR: 1:06 beard on top of beard (Y)
HARI: Lenny dragonfly LOL
LOVA: @rui444im very confused because i could have sworn your knowledge of right and wrong came
from God? Where does morality come from if not from God?
ALEXANDR: Evolutionary memory and the social contract. Basically, as our species evolved, we began
to realize that not killing one-another might be the best way for our civilization to thrive. We developed a
negative chemical response to actions that are bad for our own evolution, as well as those of other men fear (for our own survival) and conscience (for the better of our species). We each subconsciously uphold
a social contract based on these fears and negative feelings, so we may all live freely.
KAMILA: really is there any evidence for this or is this all speculation? Also if natural selection has been
working perfectly why would us humans change the method?
ERCAN: We do not need natural selection no more. Almoust anyone in the rich society survives. Even if
they have "bad" genes. BTW seen idiocracy? XD
LOVA: which is part?
KAMILA: lol @ Moe
HARI: Thats exactly like "Fatboy Slim - Right Here Right Now" go look it up ; )
AFAAFA: hate to spam, but i need to invite people to lockerz . com.... I promise to sub, and 5 star all your
videos, pm me.

LOVA: LOL'D at 0:33
ZATI: .lifeclickz in here you can get cool stuffs totaly free ! just write to my email and i will send you
invite , hurry up ! vaidotaslipskas@gmail. com (gmail. com without space)P.S. it's better then lockerz
NESTOR: Hands down! The best episode of simpsons is the one Bart and Lisa travel to different
dimensions. You remember that?I dont care what season it is and i dont give f**k, just watch the video,
I've uploaded to here:bit(.)ly/simpsons-episode(redirecting to mediafire link)
ERCAN: limiting the gene pool would be opposite to evolution. it increases the chance for interbreeding.
the loss of information would get rid of some necessary genes the previous generation had, and it may
result in extinction. and yes, microevolution exists. I can observe, test, repeat, an experiment in which a
bodybuilder increases his bone density, and remains a human! because he has limits.
HARI: what are you talking about? limiting the gene pool would lead to interbreeding? i think you mean
inbreeding. i'm sure you know something about that. your bodybuilding example shows you know
NOTHING about evolution.a bodybuilder increasing his mass through exercise has nothing to do with
evolution. he won't pass his increased bone density to his offspring. he is merely exploiting the natural
plasticity of muscle and bone. you get an F. i really cannot believe how stupid you are.
HARI: how do u explain Albers-Schonberg disease, marble bones disease, osteopetrosis? lol and ur right.
it has nothing to do with evolution! yay i'm finally getting through to u!
LOVA: Ha, that's still a million times more likely to happen than the creationist fallacy that women were
made from the rib of a man... =0
AFAAFA: yeah and fish evolve legs, muscle, and lungs. we both have faith in something. It's just too bad
evolution has no science. All I say is that Everything reproduces after its kind. I guess you can say I don't
have the imagination for evolution. I guess I like to have science back up my claims.
NESTOR: Yah all the great minds like the guy who wrote the hitchhikers guide to the galaxy!
ERCAN: doas anybody know th song homer,carl and lenny sing when they are children and walk on the
railroad when homer is scared by the bones of mr smithers senior?
ZATI: there can be a god
HARI: Anyone getting upset over a cartoon needs to have their head examined. Shut up and have fun, like
it was intended.
ABEDI: , just a couple quick points, there is no such thing as scientific fact. However evloution is as
close as it gets. The human ape hybrids you speak of do not exist. There are ape like ancestors, and
human ancestors that shaved up and put in a suit would not get much of a second glance standing on a
sidewalk. Some, not human had tools fire and buried their dead. There is a written 6000 year history.
TUMAINI: LOL
ABEDI: funny video
KAMILA: oh my god!!! 0:32
ALEXANDR: i really, really, REALLY want to punch this lacocacolaman in the facer you with me on
that?
LOVA: well, a punch would be a little too strong. a good hard bitch-slap would do the trick.

ALEXANDR: lol moe got owned
ABEDI: they think he's turning into a whale LMAO!
HISHAM: wo cares if they put a godzilla roar?
HARI: @rui444Fear is the path to the dark side. Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to hate. Hate leads to
suffering.I feel sorry for you, I really hope one day you wont regret it.
TUMAINI: That is a huge oversimplification, but in the long run? Yes, yes we did.
LOVA: Is that litte dragonfly lenny?
NESTOR: hahahaha
HISHAM: haha nice, really enjoyed this video!
ERCAN: WOw nice!
EVELYN: well at least you are subtle in your criticism
LOVA: fuck you , fuck your mom , dont touch allah , god and bible you some sonofabitch , and you idiot
god and allah are the same -.- its just in different names idiot , anyways you mom sucks and you can
count yourself a monkey or some 1 celled organism , no one gives a fuck about what you think , you dont
believe , then dont but dont insult the believers , its not you'r rite , its not you who decide , as you insult
allah and god , you just proove that yournt sure about that god doesnt exist ...ashole
Scene 4
ABEDI: Wow, so many typing errors in your comment!
ABEDI: fail xD
HISHAM: The Simpsons watched in HQ last episode, will watch missed episodes too, at :TVFLAP .
COM
ABEDI: Epic...
HISHAM: Great Video, very funny. Oh and as for the pathetic spamming down below my comment,
seriously, go prove yourselves right on a forum or IM, and get your pretentious asses out of here
spamming up this comment section, idiots there is a time and place, this is neither.
TUMAINI: seriously m8 y type all that crap when no1 caresit was good!!!
ALEXANDR: did i just quote someone? omg -_- i must be like unworthy of your attention! i hope you
can forgive me dear reader, i bless you and your allmighty knowledge.
ERCAN: omg homer pwns you no matter how much you write on youtube
ERCAN: @thyrozion ha ha, I like how someone gave you a big thumbs down because you told them to
"think"
LOVA: yes so much proof you are usng herewe back things up with TRUE evidence which proves the
bible wrongyou simply say "but jesus?..." but the bible says?"evolution has the greatest minds in the
world backing itit is scientific FACTwhy can we find samples of human-ape hybrids from thousands of
years ago?how come the samples found become more human as they come closer to our time?why can't

we find samples of humans dating back 5000 years if we started exactly as we are now?
ABEDI: what the hell are you talking about!? ha ha ha I have never once brought up the bible! you guys
are so damn insane and emotional. I did not once bring up the bible. You evolutionist seem to bring that
up more than anyone.Oh my there's human hybrids? wow this is new to me. I hope you don't think
neanderthals are hybrids.
HISHAM: 1. ok if not for a religion why don't you believe in obvious fact2. insane and emotional? by
your definition insane is requiring proof for a belief in the formation of our species? not just denying fact
blindly.3. yes human/ape hybrids effectively the half way points shown in skeletons and other fossilized
sample which are half way between human and apeevolution IS fact it HAS been provenif you deny it
then you are either a blind fanatic or a plain moron
ALEXANDR: you make a valid point but that doesnt disprove the theory of evolution at all
TUMAINI: Uhh...
ZATI: really religious people don't like evolution because it implies that if you think the way i do god has
no real form if you think about it and also because the fact is people are so quick to hold up the laws of
god they forget to hold up there own laws instead that's why people killed over religion
EVELYN: Evolution debate on a Simpsons video?Please.
ZATI: thank you sir. good call.
EVELYN: Any one else smell that? i smell fresh arguments being brewed up:D
TUMAINI: So it on tv then in bio and i can't get enough of it!
ZATI: And I thought that Homer was a human...
ABEDI: It's spelt "D'oh!"
HARI: I am showing people how I make up to $900 a day using google and my laptop
NESTOR: stop being nerds and enjoy the damn clip
ZATI: Peace be upon him who follows true guidance and believes in Allâh and His Messenger. I bear
witness that there is no god but Allâh Alone with no associate, He has taken neither a wife nor a son, and
that Muhammad is His slave and Messenger. I call you unto the fold of Islam; if you embrace Islam, you
will find safety (and peace).
EVELYN: WOW! Homer in SPORE!
ERCAN: I can belive that you enjoyed this low quality video, want watch in good quality The Simpsons
then go:TVFLAP . COM
ALEXANDR: @rasengetsuga Let's clear some things up--- Evolution has nothing to do with the creation
of the earth. Also, evolution doesn't attempt to explain abiogensis (where the first life came from).
Evolution explains how life has developed and diversified SINCE life first appear. There's lots of
evidence to substantiate it.
ZATI: r u referring to microevolution or macroevolution?
NESTOR: i once evolved a weird swimming thing in a fish tank at first they were all pink then they got
bigger and purple a couple years later they were isolated for a really long time

LOVA: Help! I'm trying to find what dispicable(sp?) thing I said on here about the Homer Evolves clip.
Can someone tell me how I can find my own post? Thanks.
ERCAN: This totally reminds me of the rite of spring segment from Fantasia
AFAAFA: Human evolution....here it goesape ---> ape-human---> human-ape---> human---> religious
human ----> republican human---> pigs
NESTOR: here's what you think.A rat-----> monkey ----> Your mom -----> you.Truth.Human ---->
Human -----> Human who thinks he came from an ape.come on guy, I have more respect for yourself.
ABEDI: @ LacocacolamanDo you think this is more sensible or more respectfulGod --> bored god -->
even more bored god --> guinea pigs --> dumb humans -->dumb religious -->humans kill each other over
god.and what you said is not what I think happened. 500 characters is not enough to teach anyone about
the science of evolution (it is not simple like religion) and I believe you wouldnt understand it
anyway...So go back to your religion, and come out if you get any smarter...
NESTOR: oh please, my chronological order is just what you believe. so you're saying you are not a
decedent of a rodent? to an ape? to a human? sure there's so many intermediates in between but they're in
the right order. I would put more apes between your mother and you but 500 characters just isn't enough.I
know evolution. trust me I know it :)ha ha ha it's so ridiculous how people seriously believe a creature
could change it's heart, lungs and all sorts of anatomy. Oh fantasy :)
LOVA: when you say something like what you said, it is equivalent to you saying "i dont know anything
about evolution, but i am going to pretend i do know and i am going to pretend to be smart."the way you
say it, evolution sounds like magic, but that isnt the case,you could atleast acknowledge that the vast
majority of scientists are smarter than you are....and if evolution was some kind of magic, it would have
been rejected long ago.....its religions that live in fantasy
NESTOR: what the hell are you talking about? Im talking about the decedents of species I am completely
right in what I said. Trust me it is fantasy. fantasy for big boys with wild imaginations. I guess, You
clearly know more than scientist.yes evolution is fantasy.
KAMILA: @Lacocacolamanalright cool man, anything you dont understand is a fantasy ...got it.Btw it is
spelled descendants, and not decedents (decedents are those who are deceased ....and oh deceased means
dead )I am glad i could teach you something, now throw your bible and learn some science,If evolution is
a fantasy, well its still shit a lot better than the moron bible
KAMILA: ha ha ha you guys are so pathetic... aww man i laughed for like 5 minutes. You're right i made
a misspelling.wow, man it brought a smile to my face. I wonder how happy you got when I made that
misspelling. "I can't understand reason... but at least i didn't misspell a word!"Trust me evolution is as real
as the simpsons cartoon. poor guy you have to try and find misspelling rather than trying to come up with
some logic.
NESTOR: i bet you had to look that word up in the dictionary
NESTOR: @lacocacolamanare you fucking serious? what do you believe, that man hunted the dinosaurs
to extinction? that they were called "dragons"? that the flood accounts for strata, grand canyon, etc? i
know you believe these things, because you listen to the FRAUD Kent Hovind. you stupid child. clinging
to your pathetic little fairy tale beliefs like a goddam ostrich with its head in the sand. listen fuckwit. there
is no scientific conspiracy. there is no controversy. evolution is fact. god is dead.
ERCAN: damn strait
KAMILA: Lacocacolamanyes the process of DESCENDANTS (please note the correct spelling)
changing certain features over the process of hundreds of millions of years,o lol how far fetched!it's pretty

obvious god just instantly magicked them up, (yes so much more believable)shut up idiotif you are too
stupid too tell i was being sarcasticgenerally i don't like to insult people's beliefsbut when you are so
faithful in them that you start acting like an arrogant bitchit's time to intervene
HISHAM: yes i made a misspelling i knew you chimps would jump all over that. you guys never have
any valid points so you jump at any tiny mistake anyone makes, no matter how minuscule.yes, in a galaxy
far far far away everything is possible. even evolution : s
TUMAINI: ok now im confused are we all arguing for the same ideals?
ABEDI: I think you are confused. I don't believe in evolution one bit. yeah i made a misspelling and the
guy tried to make fun of me. it just seems more pathetic that is all he has to bring to the table.
HISHAM: Evolution is a load of shit. This cartoon is just taking the piss out of scientists! I love it! lol
KAMILA: and exactly why is it a load of shit?because "god snaped his fingers and made us all"?lol the
religious can be so obnoxious (I don't meen to offend you nor any religious person, but if you offend
others (like me who study science for a living) then you will have consequences...by the way, think about
this:if science is a load of crap, then why are you on this planet wich is kept alive by science? such as
gravity?!?!?!
LOVA: what is your criteria for science? it must be observable, testable, repeatable. Evolution is a
religion. It takes "billions" of years. A person cant observe, test, repeat that. Gravity is observable,
testable, repeatable.
Scene 5
EVELYN: we are observing evolution every day, eventually we will evolv (if we survive, and along with
other anumals) to adapt to the consequences of gloval warming.we are testing it, if we use a biological
weapon (such as artificial diseases) we kill animals, and they eventually will evolve.lol it's self-repeating,
we don't ever stop evolving, even if we can't tell we are.that, and you are stating the ways we form "laws"
of physics, evolution isn't a law, its a fact...
AFAAFA: 1. (omitted from ur response) what is your criteria for science?2. What is the Scientific
Method?3. When u refer to evolution r u referring to Microevolution, or Macroevolution?I agree 100%
that Microevolution is scientific.
NESTOR: I (although i am young) study science for then anything, physics is my streangth, followed by
quimestry, followed by quantum physics, then quantum mechanics, and at the end of the list, biology...to
answer your questions quickly, i'll say:evolution is based on many factors, qich came first? chicken of the
egg? the egg, because the animal that layed it, evolved to be the chicken, and evolution happens through
the offspring...
ALEXANDR: there are 3 numbered questions. please answer one at a time. i don't know which one u r
referring to.
ALEXANDR: I was refering to all in one, general, answer
KAMILA: i see the attempt, but first lets define "science"
HARI: (my personal definition)science: 1;study of science; a human attempt to define what is around
him/her, if there is no answer, he/she will make one up.science: 1; science; gravity, force, inertia, laws of
physics, quantum physics, quantum mechanics.without science (and i meen actual science, not the study
of science) there would be no universe, meening no galaxy, meening no stars, meening no solar system,
meaning no earth, meaning no life.

TUMAINI: you have contradicting terms. you defined science as "the study of science" in your first
statement. then in your last statement, you say "not the study of science"besides that you've used the word
"science" in its own definiton.based off this omitted definiton, you are making a few claims....
ALEXANDR: lol i said my personal definition, the first one is the study of itself, like how in school and
university they teach us of gravity and physics, and mechanics, and quimestry, etc.and the second one
refers to science itself, like in gravity and physics, not the study of gravity and physics, but the actual
gravity and physics.in other words, the first definition is the study of science.and the second science itself
KAMILA: and exactly where did I use "science" in the definition?the first one sais science: 1; study of
science;...and the second science: 1; science;...I was merely stating what I was going to define when i said
"study of science" and when I said "science"then in my final statement, I was explaining my second
definition (science: 1; science;)If i hadn't explained it, i would basically just have given some scientific
terms.
ERCAN: there is no such thing as micro or macro evolution. only evolution. there is no arbitrary
boundary which limits genetic change. the biblical notion of "kind" is meaningless, like the rest of that
worthless book. when two populations drift so much that they can no longer mate, a new species has
formed. this has been observed many times (look up speciation).let me ask you a question do you believe
the earth is 6000 years old?
ZATI: where do you observe speciation? in the fossil record? LOL sure there's limits to genetic change.
The cockroach already has the information to defend against pesticides but cannot become immune to my
foot. you see losing the ability to mate does have its limits as well. extinction. by the way plants can
revert back to their phenotype.i dont know how old the earth is. see the difference is i admit it.
ALEXANDR: you are a mental midget. how could your foot harm a cockroach? it is always in your
ignorant mouth. speciation has been observed both in the lab and in the wild. a simple google search will
show you that. but i'm sure your "faith" is so strong that you will start making up excuses right away, just
like you do for all the fucked up shit in the bible. world-wide flood my ass. what a crock of shit. go get an
education in biology, then we can talk. fucking dumb-ass.
AFAAFA: evolution is perfectly testable and every aspect of evolution has been observed thousands of
times.almost all scientific fields including genetics, molecular biology, cell theory, biochemistry etc
simply wouldnt make sense without evolution.
TUMAINI: there r 7 types of evolution.Cosmic Evolution, Stellar Evolution, Chemical Evolution,
Planetary Evolution, Organic Evolution,Macroevolution & Microevolution. I object to all but
Microevolution because this is the only testable one. Can u provide any TESTABLE, OBSERVABLE,
REPEATABLE examples for the ones i disagree with?
LOVA: @Skad8erateher @Skad8erateher plenty the chihuahua can no longer mate with the great dane.
the apple maggot fly to the hawthorn fly the african lungfish lungfish evening primrose kew primrose
tragopogon Raphanobrassica the banana maize enough?
ABEDI: non-volcanic mountain formation takes millions of years, yet we have a good theory (plate
tectonics) that fits all the data. that is because we can observe the drift, even though it is very slow. the
same applies to evolution. we can see the mechanism of evolution, and have even observed speciation. it
takes billions of years to go from single cells to mammals, but smaller time scales for more closely related
species. you are an ignorant moron.
AFAAFA: You know if you think about it Science is a product of man, just like religion. Also I'm pretty
sure electricity is invisible magic. Come on, electrons? I've never seen one before, invisible magic.
ZATI: you can't see an electron because it is part of an atom, acoording to basic quantum physics, it is
impossible to see one, why? because if you where to construct a microscope that could see one, you'd

need multiple lenses, and the last lense, the one that would permit you to see the atom itself, would'nt be
visible, why? because you'd see right through it while atempting to see the atom
HISHAM: Ya, well that doesn't disprove my point that you can't see them, therefor it has to be magic.
Also magnets are magical, because they attract for no apparent reason. Fields? never seen one.
KAMILA: yes electricity is invisible magicthat's is why we can't see lightni...oh waitWE CAN
HISHAM: What are you talking about? lighting is air turning into a plasma (for no apparent reason) then
quickly contracting to make that thunder sound were all so familiar with. Invisible magic.
ZATI: Actually, God didn't even snap his fingers. He simply spoke. However, it is interesting that he
didn't simply speak man (male or female) into existence. I find that fascinating!
HISHAM: Oh, yeah! Is SnappyPenguins a religious person? A Christian? If so, it sure doesn't show in the
languaged of the post.
KAMILA: the jokes on you, stupid cunt.
TUMAINI: whats the song called ?. xD
HARI: LOL
ABEDI: fuck hulu
ZATI: Spore game lol
TUMAINI: *evolves alot* marj"what took you so long"Homer"ugh"
ALEXANDR: Moe forms back LOL : = )
TUMAINI: does anyone know about the intro to the simpsons where they change universes type of thing
and they end up in a real life persons bedroom rofl?
AFAAFA: 1:10 lol look at the background
KAMILA: LOL trust youtube to have people arguing about creation and evolution on a simpsons clip
ABEDI: Evolution is a proven fact, its been observed in a lab many times by many peopleThe way it
works is a scientific theory, backed up by tons of evidence that can be shown an repeated. Basically we
know how it works, but we can't say that is the 100% absolute way it works cuz 1 piece of evidence could
disprove any theory.
ERCAN: Evolution on a small scale perhaps, but complex organisms cannot be formed through lesser
organisms. Darwin himself stated that the eye (for example) is so complex that it could not form from
nothing. Therefore, some form of evolution does exist, but humans did not evolve from individual cells. It
is physically impossible and not supported by any scientific evidence. Evolution is supported on a small
scale by the way we have adapted dogs to specific traits. We changed them
ZATI: WHATEVER WHATEVER. Who cares if it's only a small scale? It's The Simpsons, jeez.
ALEXANDR: BULL SHIT.if you actually read the book then you would know that darwin then goes on
to explain that the eye could have evolved perfectly easily.the eye has evolved at least 40 different times
in nature.
NESTOR: The eye has evolved when it is already a part of an organism. It cannot evolve from nothing, as

there is no basis for cellular growth.
ALEXANDR: it can. one photosensitive cell is better than no photosensitive cells.2 photosensitive cells is
better than 1 photosensitive cell.
HISHAM: evolution is only as true as gravity and cell theory is.
TUMAINI: Gravity is a proven fact, been observed and can be testedThe way it works is a scientific
theory, so you just proved my pointCell theory is so far perfect, but new technology is being discovered
every day so we can't say we are 100% sure it is true
EVELYN: you didnt understand my post, read it again.
HARI: MOE DEER LOL
NESTOR: omg hahaha:))
KAMILA: ich glaub der mensch ist durch inzucht enstanden^^
HARI: lmao @ moe devolving!
Scene 6
ERCAN: hehsearching for a guy that will make me go wild
ABEDI: errr.....wrong place to ask?
HARI: voted 1 because of the hulu ad on the bottom. oh yeah and because the simpsons jumped the shark
in the 90s.
ABEDI: doh!
HARI: moe lol
HARI: oh Moe, hes kinda cute as a rat thing...
KAMILA: ok can you just watch it and not be all like oh that is not right blah blah
TUMAINI: moe was evolving backwards lol
ALEXANDR: evolving backwards = devolving lol.
TUMAINI: what do you offer in replacement?
KAMILA: I am showing people how I make up to $900 a day using google and my laptop
TUMAINI: you advertise and sell your body to middle-aged men with small penis's?
HARI: God isnt real...
LOVA: u are rude god is real
ERCAN: nope not real just an joke really
EVELYN: YOU'RE JUST AN ATHEIST!!!

ZATI: then how can you proof that creation is real and i don't wanna hear any shit from the bible
EVELYN: It IS.. Idiot.. Learn science.. Oh wait you dont even know the basic's
TUMAINI: The bible clearly says this aint the way it happened. Bunch of lib nonsense!
ZATI: bible also says god created light before he created stars, so i wouldnt take it to seriously if i were
you.
EVELYN: DUDE if evolution aint real how did we came on this planet you dumb fuck
NESTOR: I'm not religious and all, but evolution didn't make earth :\
NESTOR: who said it did?
ZATI: of course it didnt, no one says evolution "made earth", evolution is how life has become diverse
through natural selection.
NESTOR: since when
LOVA: me gusto la musica! (y) danny elfman!
KAMILA: hahahhahah hehhehehe that's fun!
NESTOR: lol
LOVA: Let people believe what they want :)
AFAAFA: that hulu banner is so annoying...
EVELYN: 0:40 rotfl
EVELYN: "god put us on here then" christian
EVELYN: well that is the religion theory but i don't really like religion
ERCAN: its a bartasaruses rexroflmao
HARI: What took you so long?
AFAAFA: before few minutes watched this The Simpsons video in HD at :TVFLAP . COM
ABEDI: they grow up so fast.. :,D
AFAAFA: haha funny
TUMAINI: jajaja
AFAAFA: LOL
EVELYN: haha i always laugh at how Moe devolves into a lower being.
ERCAN: LOL MOE ^^
AFAAFA: looks like a fatboy slim mtv

HARI: stupid
LOVA: funny but ahh i think thats as close as your gonna get to the truth of evolution
LOVA: You wish...
HISHAM: eave maria mejor imposiblesuperrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
HARI: Lol what about theory of Panspermia demonstrated pretty well in the movie Mission to Mars. The
theory that an alien species populated or seeded this planet with cell life and from then on we evolved.
HARI: doh doh doh doh doh doh doh
AFAAFA: @HiddenDiam0nds Actually, it's not. It's a perverted term for masturbation
KAMILA: 0:41 it sounds like Godzilla
KAMILA: it is a godzilla sound
KAMILA: no godzillas sound is a high pitch unless your talking about the american version which i think
sucks ass
ZATI: No it's the sound for the T-rex in Jurassic Park
Scene 7
HARI: My bad yes the Lisa dinosaur is the Godzilla roar, the Bart one is the T-rex
ABEDI: no godzillas sound is a high pitch unless your talking about the american version which i think
sucks ass
HARI: SPORE Game. :)
HARI: love that game
EVELYN: @Hidden Diam-zero-ndsWell then that settles it, you're a moron. Good day to you.
NESTOR: typo you friggin moron
HISHAM: the part where homer is already fully designed and created as a fully functioning cell is 100%
accurate gj simpsons
ZATI: Too funny!
LOVA: A white mans inerpretation. Hence no ackknowledgment o any ethic evolution what so ever.
ALEXANDR: Actually this was quite accurate. if you discredit the cartoonish styling.
ALEXANDR: Well, as far as I know, we have no relations to monkeys or apes, even though we are very
similar.
ALEXANDR: 1. I think they didn't know/they just didn't want to confuse viewers.2. Congrats on bringing
race into the issue.
TUMAINI: what took you so long? lol one of the best simpsons couch gag endings EVER!

ERCAN: @RusconiDomAnd who the fuck asked for your opinion?If these people are sad then so are you
for debating on there debates.
EVELYN: HeeeeyThis is Jenn from WRXY 105.5 RadioWe have 105 Apple iPads to give out todayAll
you need is an email address.Check out my page and get one for yourself. Hurry up cause they are going
Fast.* Free Apple iPads from WRXY 105.5 Radio
ALEXANDR: 0:33 Aaaugh!Moe devolves, lolz.
HARI: AppIe is Giving Away FREE iPADs ***Check my page for Link and InfoThis is NOT Bullshit
KAMILA: evolution or simply created by an exterior being. either way i don't fucking care, its the
simpsons, take your debates elsewhere
AFAAFA: Moe xD
HARI: lol @ mo
ERCAN: lol moe
ALEXANDR: @RusconiDom hhmmm if ther is a god then he beat you to it lol
HISHAM: What is the soundtrack?
HARI: do you mean doh?
ALEXANDR: omg religios arguement here too??
TUMAINI: this is a cinematic masterpiece
AFAAFA: What took you so long? ugh...
KAMILA: then whats lisa and barts evolution they died from the meteorite in the story
ALEXANDR: Homer ate Lenny. XD
EVELYN: What?! I thought black jesus created the simpsons....this throws my whole perception of reality
into question.
ERCAN: What Happened Before the Big Bang?What caused the big bang?What exploded in the big
bang?Send me a message. Go with Christ bra.
ALEXANDR: gasses floating around in spacethe gasses mixedthe gasChrist is a lode of shit
TUMAINI: You ask these questions, but do you have answers to the same/similar questions? What was
before God? What created him? How did he create a planet and all life on it in 7 days?
ALEXANDR: I watch The Simpsons all episodes and seasons for free in HQ at:TVFLAP . COM
EVELYN: You people truly have no lives if you're on youtube debating evolution off some damn cartoon,
you people seriously need to get a hobby and a real life instead of living some imaginary you tube life
ALEXANDR: i hate it too. people are always debating on youtube no matter what. i cant just watch a
video without all these damn annoying comments.
KAMILA: 0:33 rofl! "ghaaaaah!!"

HISHAM: I love the song they play soooooo much. Seriously, it almost made me cry it's so pretty.Does
anyone know if they wrote it, or if it was real? And if I can download it without the sound effects?
LOVA: LOL
ALEXANDR: @operacaity Yeah!
ALEXANDR: jajaja q boludo el moe
NESTOR: Wonder who the dragonfly was supposed to be?
ERCAN: lenny
EVELYN: Looks like Lenny.
AFAAFA: Lenny, I think. Looks like him, at least
ABEDI: Homer: "Actually its Carl.But then again i get them confused. Is Lenny the black one?Im not
sure."
EVELYN: Carl's black, Lenny's white. It's Carl Carlson and Lenny Leonard
EVELYN: LENNY !
HISHAM: Lenny
Scene 8
ZATI: leny
EVELYN: Lenny I think...
HISHAM: lennie
ABEDI: Skinner´s mom
EVELYN: Lenny
NESTOR: it`s beautifull!!
AFAAFA: HOMER-JELLYFISH!!!!!
AFAAFA: mmmmmmmmmmm JELLYFISH!!!!!
ABEDI: 1:00 LoL Moe is evolving backwards ^^
HISHAM: that is a good one
KAMILA: Why are the christains messing up the world over the theory of stuff The world couldnt be
made in watever days and the world is over 9000000years old get over it
ALEXANDR: AppIe is Giving Away FREE iPADs ***Check my page for Link and InfoThis is NOT
Bullshit
AFAAFA: No Shit Free iPads....... iPads You Fuck Retard LEARN TO SPELL OK

LOVA: epic intro..the ebst than i've ever seen *_*
EVELYN: haha moe going backwards was the best
KAMILA: the best part is the beginning with the dividing cells
HISHAM: Evolution? Simpson's did it!
ABEDI: o wow
EVELYN: hahahahah the sigh at the end is brillient
LOVA: Lol funny
KAMILA: AppIe is Giving Away FREE iPADs ***Check my page for Link and InfoThis is NOT Bullshit
AFAAFA: if u listen closely to the cells some say geto
AFAAFA: this is probably the best intro and it is pretty accruate
HARI: Anyone who agrees in saying ever since "Google" has taken over and bought you-tube, they've
royally keep screwing it up, and just are trying to force more adds and commercials through out you-tube.
Along with destroying and making the layout of channels hideous.I will stop using you-tube as a petition
if the layout does not go back to the way you-tube was originally before google started making it into
there experiment for more adds. If you agree copy this comment and pass it on in videos.
ERCAN: Hahaa
EVELYN: cool
ALEXANDR: anyone know the name of the music?
LOVA: moy bueno!
ZATI: I love to watch The Simpsons in HQ for free at :TVFLAP . COM
ERCAN: This is so cool <3
EVELYN: "What took you so long?"
ALEXANDR: lol he eats lenny ^^
ERCAN: @zippo702: Indeed, the words of scientists could not be further from Gospel. I'm sure there are
corrupt and lousy scientists in the world, just like there lousy types of everything.I choose, however, to
trust a majority of their kind in their discoveries. Some find comfort in religion; many good people, that is
good for them. I find comfort in science, and particularly the theory of evolution. That is why I defend it
here.On a lighter tone, this is a hilarious clip; great music too.
HARI: I love this intro ^^1:10 xD
AFAAFA: Hahahahahaha Homer as a fish now that was really funny
ABEDI: haha awesome video. what's the song?
HISHAM: I didnt know there would be a atheist-christian fight ever on a simpsons clip. But it happened!

LOVA: How is having a Simpson's style of theory of evolution atheists vs Christians ? There are plenty of
Christians, who're smart enough to know that Earth is not 6000 years old and that theory of evolution is
not a guess.
EVELYN: one of the best intro!and btw what's with the discussion on evolution in a Simpsons video!?!?
LOL
AFAAFA: Jellyfish aren't part of chordata.
TUMAINI: we will have had a common ancestor with jellyfish at some point.
ALEXANDR: Typical that something that even mentions evolution starts up a big argument.
HARI: Take THAT non-atheists! ;)
ALEXANDR: nice musical score for a scene intended to be a sight gag
HARI: @zippo702: Here is the difference for you. Scientific theories (and please, first understand the
word "theory" before you use it; a theory isn't nonsensical guessing; it is scientific hypotheses that are
falsifiable; unlike religious creation myths, which are unfalsifiable: of course no one can prove there is no
god; that in itself does not, however prove that there is one.) allow for correction. When scientists find
new evidence-- like fossils-- they update the FACTS to strengthen their THEORY.
TUMAINI: xtal84---I know what THEORY is. New evidence doesn't always "strengthen" theories--it can
significantly amend or totally discredit widely held theories.Scientists have been caught manipulating
data & falsifying conclusions & some have conducted immoral experiments on humans & animals.I am
not saying Scientists are do this. I am just pointing out Scientists are neither infallible nor above
temptation. They have the same motivations & weaknesses as everyone else & their word is not
GOSPEL.
NESTOR: @ zippo. Just because you have no evidence doesn't mean you have to make it up. The main
difference between Atheists and the religious is that we aren't scared of not knowing.
ABEDI: Everyone here, talking about shit that no one cares about. You are all idiots.Its the Simpsons, not
an Atheist meeting.Besides, a theory has little evidence just like how belief has little evidence of what
they squawk.
EVELYN: Just because you don't want to use your brain doesn't mean the rest of us can't. If some of us
want to have a debate and refute the claims of creationists we are free to do so, if you don't like that,
tough shit. Maybe you are as well keeping away from thinking as you obviously have a lack of
understanding of what a theory is anyway.
Scene 9
HISHAM: So arguing on a youtube video taht is obviously funny is what "smart" people do.Im quite sure
Mensa people dont even bother arguing. Even they turnt heir brains off once in a while, especially for a
CARTOON.
TUMAINI: It is obvious from your inability to spell or use grammar that you don't use your brain very
much at all. So, I think I will continue to use mine or I might end up like you, D'oh.
ERCAN: NOT A FREE IPAD!!! REPEAT: DO NOT VISIT APPLEGIRL'S Page, IT IS A LIE.I read all
terms and agreements, and it all says:"will charge 9.99 per day for 90 days. (to your cellphone, which you
have to input to continue)Trust me, you'll end up paying more than free. More than even just buying an
iPad.

AFAAFA: Ohh Dear Lord... Why did you let humans invent Religions... I know... free will and stuff... but
you should never let that happened...Religion is like the handbrake of modern society...Do an amendment
or something in your Constitution or Book, or Testament, or whatever saying:Thy whom trust in
something without proof when one has been given shall perish, and those who believe in something
without proof but seeking the knowledge behind it shall visit my house and drink of my wine forever.
ERCAN: AppIe is Giving Away FREE iPADs ***Check my page for Link and InfoThis is NOT Bullshit
ABEDI: why is there a huge argument about science vs god? ITS THE FRIGGIN' SIMPSONS!
HISHAM: Dudes, chill the fuck out. Fighting on the Internet is like the Special Olympics.No matter
whether you win or lose, you're still retarded.
TUMAINI: for the ones who do not know what a theory is.a theory is something like.... a bunch of facts
explained the right way through hypothesis. this is done through peer review. so the errors get out of the
theory.you should know the difference between scientific theory and the theory described by most people.
AFAAFA: So, your claim is that scientific THEORIES are never wrong or amended? Sorry, that theory
doesn't hold water. One can easily produce scientific theories that have been disproven or even shown that
the research was manipulated. Its theory, not fact.
LOVA: Mate, read "The God Delusion" and it talks about pretty much everything you have said
AFAAFA: no i didnt say theories are never wrong. in fact peer reviewed articles could be wrong long
after the article was written.and you will see that the research can be manipulated because of peer review.
another scientist that hasnt anything to do with the research will show what is right and wrong.
EVELYN: testing to comment
KAMILA: omg this video is supposed to be for fun and you guys come here to discuss the Big Bang
theory or the monkeys theory or whatever...chat "boring" rooms, go there, not a simpsons' youtube video,
ok?
KAMILA: Best intro ever!XD
ABEDI: Bestintroever!XD
LOVA: homerlution^^
HISHAM: i like the part with moe the most !
ALEXANDR: Dude, it's a Simpsons video, take your butthurt arrangements elsewhere.
NESTOR: *arguments
NESTOR: jajjaaja very funny !!! jaja !!
HARI: omg homer killed lenny
HARI: 0:29 NO! Not Lenny!0:34 Rnyaaaaa0:42 Bartzilla vs Liseggasaurus0:53 Looks like me when i
was young :D I miss my tail.1:00-1:03 That explains so much :p.
NESTOR: Why do people have to ruin videos with Religion and Science talk.We're supposed to turn our
brains off, not try to show off and make an ass of each other.Besides, Evolution is still a theory and a
theory is basically the science version of Belief.Hell, for all we know, God create Apes.Now you dont see
the simpsons talking about Religion now do you!........

ABEDI: Look up the meaning of a scientific theory moron!!!!!!A theory in science is fact supported by
evidence!!!!!!!!!
NESTOR: Oh god its like the special Olympics.A if a theory has evidence then it shouldn't be a theory it
should be a fact.Theories have no evidence to back them up, not physical evidence.MORON.
ZATI: What knobcheese22 was trying to say was that in science something has to meet very high
standards of evidence and peer reviewing before it's even allowed to be called a "theory". So a "theory" is
extremely likely to be true or at least mostly true.
KAMILA: Most of the Simpson's writers are Ivy league intellectuals. The opening montage pokes fun at
evolutionary theory--just as the show pokes fun at religion & pretty much every other intellectual
pursuit.My point was to correct the misconception that Evolution is FACT. Not even Darwin believed
every part of his own theory and much of it has been disproved and discredited.In the true spirit of the
Simpsons, this thread has provoked people to use their brains, even if its just to bitch & moan.
ERCAN: Exactly Zippo. All shows poke fun at everything. But the difference with the simpsons is that
they dont take it to far like other shows.You're right, Darwin didn't believe his theory all the way. But in
many ways it did make sense.Unfortunately for Darwin, his theory drew intense criticism towards himself
from many old and modern scientist.People who fight about Science and Religion to prove who is more
intelligent are the dumbest people in the world.
AFAAFA: Darwin actually withdrew all support for his theory before he died.
ERCAN: copado
ERCAN: woooow, I had a feeling there was going to be some stupid evolution debate comments....this is
a youtube video...
AFAAFA: There's too much THINKING going on around here......
NESTOR: And thinking is wrong because?
HISHAM: Now you DO realize that in even answering THAT you're forcing me to think, and nay, I won't
slip into your dangerous trap! Oh wait a minute - just to figure THAT out I had to think. D'Ohh!!!!!
LOVA: of course there must be religion arguments here...........
HARI: But hey guys...Whatever everybody's opinion is...We all love Homer...... right?
EVELYN: Yep, and a damn funny one, but I'll stick to the fact that the humor in The Simpsons also
teaches lessons.That's what makes Matt so great, like every humorist, clown or stand up comedian, he
makes us laugh, but also makes us think a little bit.That should be a good thing, right?
ZATI: lol 0:33
AFAAFA: please offer a proof that G-d doesn't exist...
AFAAFA: Kinda reminds me of Spore XD
AFAAFA: lol
EVELYN: moe XD
HISHAM: true it is

AFAAFA: Good ironic point this vid..Although most of all made for the pure fact of humor, it still has a
lot between the lines. You can laugh about the evolution theory, by thinking on a human scale, like
creating a universe in 3 days. Of course evolution can't do that. Ridiculous:3 days So that way of thinking
is simply not sufficient. The very fact of cloning (which is actually an invention of nature itself and used
everyday in the breeding of all kinds of species) is prove of evolution's existance.
ABEDI: The word is PROOF (not prove). Scientists admit you cannot create something from nothing.
Instead of saying G-d did this, they say the original creator. There is nothing in creation outside of G-d,
which means 6 days of creation is possible. BTW, science is merely a collection of observations put
together to create theories which are modified or discounted as new observations are made--such as Pluto
going from a PLANET to just a cartoon character. That is why its called the THEORY of EVOLUTION.
NESTOR: Sorry about the bad English ;-) and yeah 6 in stead of 3 days, anyway : The big difference
however is that a theory is a thought as an outcome of observations, interpretations and tests upon it; (Not
waterproof, I admit) where religion is a thought (started ages ago) sold as truth but based upon human
desires and fears. Those who chose to live that way.. fine by me, but it's very remarkable that science
never forced people to follow, religion did and still does!
NESTOR: I don't believe in religion, I believe in G-d.You are correct in some aspect, some humans
created a mythology to provide them comfort, but G-d was not created by man.Scientists do force people
to follow their dogmatic faith by ridiculing anyone with opposing opinions. If you do not believe in the
THEORY of global warming, you are ostracized. If you do not believe in evolution, you are
ostracized.Teachers are not allowed to teach alternatives to the theory of evolution in schools.
ZATI: You can't teach "creationism" because it isn't science and there is separation of church and state.
Government funded schools will not teach religion. Scientist force no one to believe in any thing. If you
don't not believe in God you are obstracized. A THEORY is an explanation backed by evidence. The Cell
and Germ theories are just THEORIES too. Science can be updated and changed, dogmatic? No. Stop
confusing your kind with the scientific community.
KAMILA: There is no separation between church and state. That is a fallacy. The constitution says that
the state shall not favor one religion of another, it does not say that no religious though can be mentioned
in a public school.In some school districts children who believe in G-d are ostracized, in some children
who don't are ostracized.Science is dogmatic because they try to enforce their point of view as if its a
religion and the scientists are speaking the gospel.
Scene 10
LOVA: Science is not dogmatic for it is based on facts and evidence and does not make claims that it
cannot support.You are misunderstanding the constitution when it mentions that no religion shall be
favored over another. For allowing any religion to enter a state institution is favoritism. Religion among
students in school is fine. It's the people that represent the state school that are not aloud to infer or endow
there own religious views/beliefs into students.
AFAAFA: You have no idea what my kind is, so please don't make statements like that.I don't believe in
evolution as a stand alone theory, I don't think Darwin did either. It is only one possibility--that is why
they call it the THEORY of Evolution. And I don't even see it as being a very good theory. Instead, I see a
combination of things that include G-d, evolution, the big bang, etc.Teaching one THEORY over another
and ostracizing those who don't believe---on either side---is not productive.
ZATI: You don't actually know what a theory is do you?
EVELYN: I defined it in another post, but without wasting time arguing, Wikipedia defines a theory
as..."proposed explain of empirical phenomena made in a way consistent with scientific method. It is
described in such a way that any scientist in the field is in a position to understand, and challenge it."In
other words, a theory is an observation or collection of observations that are put together to form a

conclusion, but are amended when presented with conflicting results.What is your point?
HARI: Theories are based on a collection of known facts, but are not beyond being manipulated,
amended or disproved & are not necessarily universally accepted. Some people still reject Einstein's
Theory of Relativity just as some reject the THEORY of Evolution.Scientific theories are proven, disproven & amended every day. For example, one day Pluto is a planet & the next its just a cartoon
character.Do you have a point?
EVELYN: There is no theory of God's existence. So you're in no position to complain that it isn't taught.
TUMAINI: That is nonsensical. The "complaint" was an observation and the observation was that science
has adopted evolution as FACT without allowing any other possibilities to be expressed. Cosmologist
believe in an original creator who put the process of creation in motion. Read Genesis and the Big Bang
Theory for starters...
EVELYN: They did express those creationist views for a LONG time. And in the end, they lost due to
lack of evidence. If you want people to take you seriously, you should make some progress in providing
data of your own, not just trying to poke holes people's ideas. You want them to teach it? Give them a
reason to teach it. You need to EARN respect for your beliefs, you're not entitled to it.
EVELYN: Your argument is nonsensical. First of all Evolution and the Big Bang have nothing to do with
one another. Secondly when we refer to something as a theory in science it means something entirely
different to the common use of the word theory.It mean's something that is supported by evidence and has
survived peer review. It also has to be repeatable. It has to be supported by all the facts and not
contradicted by any. Cont~
KAMILA: Yeah like Pluto being a planet, like the Sun revolving around the earth, like electro shock
therapy and cigarettes being good for your health and global warming. These are examples of THEORIES
that went through peer review and were amended or discounted upon further review. Scientists/Doctors
cannot even agree if mammograms are helpful or harmful and last week they announced the same about
prostrate exams. While you put all your FAITH in science, others chose to put their faith in other places.
ALEXANDR: Evolution & the Big Bang theory are connected like Mac & Cheese. You can have one
without the other, but you are left with something incomplete. Evolution is a theory based in part on the
nonsensical idea that man evolved from a single celled organism just by dumb luck--with not master plan
directing the process. And you need a point of origin.If ruled out the existence of an original creator with
evolutionary theory, you need something to explain what the single celled amoebae came from.
NESTOR: Order cannot come from chaos & something cannot come from nothing--these are
impossibilities. Cosmologists believe that the creation of the universe leads directly to an original
creator.Its more conceivable that the national debt will disappear over the next 24 hours than an explosion
creating an expanding universe capable of producing organisms that will evolve into a creature that
produces art, poetry, music & engage in moral reasoning without the guidance of an original creator.
ABEDI: Some people bastardize their religion (forcing others to believe, etc.) just as some scientists (like
the global warming theorists in the UK) falsify their findings.But, that isn't a proof or an argument against
G-d's existence, just against man's inability to follow G-d's laws.
ALEXANDR: As far as it's not really necessary to put some human like label on G-d, (most likely with
consciousness), out off the urge to make him/her or rather 'it' look like us, I'm following you there. I
believe in the possibility, that some kind of power is the foundation of everything. Just like life, that
always wants to continue, all the rest in the universe keeps growing, evolving, continuing etc. It would be
weird if that all just came out of nothing.
HISHAM: It would be wrong to think that something does not exist, just because we don't know it, or
haven't seen it yet. It is in everybody's best interest to always keep an open mind, scientist or not. The

only thing that bothers me is, that pure fantasy is very often sold as absolute truth!As far as the global
warming theory concerns, I'm with you too, I do believe we make it happen faster 'a tiny bit', but it's a
natural phenomenon in the first place to be exploited by those with wrong intensions!
ABEDI: Which god? Yahweh who some how loves every one and knows every thing we will do and we
can do nothing opposite of what he knows, removing free will. Some how he can do any thing but change
the future because it must happen the exact way he knows it, removing the all powerful claim. He some
how created a world that became plagued by hate and evil, even though people claim he has none in him.
Is that the god you're talking about? If so, that god doesn't exist.
LOVA: Zippo, show me the scientists (proper PhD's only, no pseudo scientists please) that admit you can
not create something from nothing. According to reliable research over 90% of US scientists are atheist or
agnostic therefore your claim is obviously wrong. Plus, I have already shown you that the argument that
things need a creator is intrinsically false yet you keep repeating it.
HARI: Scientists believe it happened in nano seconds or something like it :-)
EVELYN: AppIe is Giving Away FREE iPADs ***Check my page for Link and InfoThis is NOT Bullshit
LOVA: @WillStrop2008 and @Bobbo110What you just said is effectively the argument that the universe
needs something to create it but this is an easily dismissed argument for if complexity needs creation then
that means the creator must have been created and so on and so on. It is a never-ending circle of creators
and obviously a false argument. Where as evolution and chaos theory show us that complexity arises from
simplicity and no creator is needed.
ZATI: Where in this purely physical world we live in does intellect come into play? Where does our
ability to have,what could loosely be termed, this intellectual discussion come from?I failed miserably at
school, and science in particular, so be patient with me here. Is it possible to get something from nothing?
Is it possible to have chaos if there is nothing? Nil. Zip Zero.
HISHAM: Interesting questions but in a sense irrelevant. Science doesn't say something came from
nothing. Evolution says that life developed from simple organisms. Abiogenesis says that life sprung from
the primordial 'soup' and physics is able to model the developement of the universe back to a tiny fraction
of a second after the big bang. There are still a few things science is not fully able to understand yet but
with the rate of progress these is no reason to doubt we soon will. No magic needed.
AFAAFA: ... You may note that I answered the 'easy' questions first, lol. The hard question you appear to
be asking is where does intellect come from. The simple answer is it evolves but if you also mean what is
conciousness then I would need 100's of words to even come close to an answer. Conciousness is one of
the hardest things to understand even with all our modern advances and it is still up for discussion. Again,
saying 'god did it' is a bad and self-defeating argument and obviously false.
NESTOR: Also, don't be hard on yourself, I wasn't great at school either. I got good grades due to my big
ol' intellect but I hated studying and failed the big exams. I have learned more out of school than I did in.
If you have the desire to learn and an open mind then one should never stop learning, it is such a waste
not too, in fact it is my reason for living. Knowledge is power after all. Plus uyou have one of the greatest
tools for learning ever developed at your finger tips ... the internet. ---->
TUMAINI: ... Just remember to always be at least a tiny bit sceptical and always check sources and
corroborating evidence before you make big conclusions.
LOVA: The only scientists who don't understand this are the ones with a limited intellect.All fingers point
at an original creator. If something comes from something--then who created that? Call it a primordial
soup, or force that created the big bang---call it anything you want. I call it G-d.Chaos cannot produce
complex life forms with intellect and reason merely by chance. This points to a master plan of creation-which is yet another way of saying G-d.

TUMAINI: I have just read that 'science' now says it is possible to get something from nothing,
theoretically anyway.Little do dads that pop in and out of a vacuum ????What is not known will always
be greater than what is known so science is always in the"dark ages" and this is its fascination, not a fault.
God has been referred to as the 'First Will', and I see no conflict in the creation of the universe as
described by science and the Will of God making it so.
ABEDI: There is a conflict in that, because there is nothing in this world that prove or disprove any of the
130000 religions - so mixing religious claims into science is in the essence pointless. Philosophical
thinking and science goes much better together because they challenge eachother and can reach actual
conclusions.
KAMILA: Animals have some form of intellect, what they lack is the ability to reason. The ability to
reason is a unique character trait that is beyond any conceivable phase in evolution.Thus, the ability to
reason is something that must be part of a master plan, not just nature saying DOH!!You cannot derive
something from nothing, & a fully reasoning human being cannot be derived from a single celled amoeba
just by dumb luck. Something has to be controlling the process. This proves G-ds existence.
NESTOR: How can SOMETHING come from NOTHING? That itself is illogical.Something can only be
created by or from something else--thus an original creator. Asking who created the original creator is like
asking who created nothing.If chaos is the natural order of the universe, how can order be derived from
chaos? Someone needs to impose order for the creation of complex organisms.Professing scientific
theories about the creation of the universe devoid of an original creator--is illogical.
LOVA: "How can something come from nothing?"Funny...because that's what Christians believe in. :P
TUMAINI: Zippo, (using the kind of 'simple' language you seem to prefer) ... your argument is that
something needs something to create it. Then what created the original something, and what created the
something that created the something that created the something and so on and so on and so on?If things
have to be created, god is a thing and he must have been created too. If god is not a thing then god doesn't
exist.
ALEXANDR: ??? I never said the universe needs a creator. Heck I even said that the universe might have
always existed in one form or another. Thus negating the need for a creator. I don't see any reason to
believe in gods, but I also don't say that they can't exist.
ZATI: Bobbo, Ok, I respect that view point.
ERCAN: cool!
NESTOR: What is more interesting about this is that Homer was always Homer, he didn't originate from
anything else.There was no Homer, and then whoosh bang, there was. Doesn't matter which way you look
at it, that's the way of it. I call it the Whoosh Bang theory.Evolution? Whoosh bang, there you
wasCreation? Whoosh bang there you wasI am going to start a movement!
HARI: COOLI think... Maybe...Maybe Homer is God....LOLYEP That's it.. The video is a sign!Homer is
God and Matt Groening is our prophet!Lets start the Homeranian movement!LOL(I most sincerely hope,
nobody takes this serious, because waiotahi52, I don't know about you, but I would hate to unwillingly
become the founder of a new religion, because of a joke! LOL) That would be something, right? Anyway
that I think, is basically how it works : God exists, because he was created by man's fantasy!
LOVA: los dinosaurios se extinguieron cuando el hombre que es homero era una rata en 0 minutos y 45
segundos
LOVA: Look more brain washing from the masons!
HISHAM: how is the music called from 1:01

HISHAM: @Bobbo1101. I don't see a difference between a creative force and a sentient God, because the
ability to create truly out of nothing is unique. That alone is a kind of sentience (somehow deciding what
to create).2. Bang theory is the evidence that the Universe didn't exist before a certain point. All the
quantum effects we mentioned earlier, for the record, actually happened after the rather mysterious Planck
Era, which lasted the 1st 10^-47 seconds after the Bang. I did read Hawking's book.
ABEDI: Time is the dimension of change.
ABEDI: I really miss the funny Simpsons like this. They were so great early on then like all shows kind
of ran out of steam.
HISHAM: Waitahi you belive tht god made us ha. tht's funny cuz if he puted 2 people on this world then
they maked children and then thos adaults maked more so we all ar brothers ? :D fukin idiots who belive
in this 7 days i belive to evelotion tht people was made in millions and millions of years evolving in to a
higher and intelectual persons who know mybe in few million years theyr will be more advanced persons
who will be more powerful and smarter then wee ar now

